The time-domain description of musical and other nonlinear oscillators complements the more commonly used frequency-domain description, and is advantageous for some purposes. It is especially advantageous when studying large-amplitude oscillations, for which nonlinearity may be severe. It gives direct insight into the physical reasons for the variation of waveform as playing conditions vary, and into certain phenomena which may seem counter-intuitive from the frequency-domain viewpoint, such as the musically undesirable flattening in the pitch of a bowed string when the bow is pressed too hard onto the string. It is easy to set up efficient time-domain simulations on a small computer, a fact that has been surprisingly little exploited in musical acoustics. The simplest relevant model is described here. It demonstrates some of the basic It can be shown (again using a time-domain approach) that the triangular waveform is a universal limiting form, independent of detailed acoustic 'loss mechanisms provided losses are small.
be possible whatever the natural frequencies of the linear normal modes; but it is plausible that periodic oscillations should be easiest to set up if several of the normal modes have natural frequencies "aligned" in a harmonic series. 2'? A simple experiment with a violin strikingly illustrates what can happen if this condition is not met. 8 If one of the strings is rendered grossly anharmonic by attaching a small mass at a suitable point--a small paper clip is more than enough--it becomes almost impossible to excite anyof the string's graver frequencies by bowing in the usual manner. Wind instruments which similarly refuse to respond can be constructed using bore shapes with anharmonically related normalmode frequencies, as exemplified by the "tacit horn" of Benade and Oans. 9
The detailed solution ofspecific problems using the frequency-domain description is a nontrivial mathematical task, although one that has been pushed to a reasonable con- is interested in developing a detailed understanding of the mechanical interactions which occur from moment to moment during a single cycle of oscillation, whether in a steady state or not. Among these are the physical events chiefly responsible for strongly nonlinear behavior, such as the closing of a reed, the onset of slipping of a string past the bow, or the "switching" of an air jet past the lip of a flue organ pipe.
Experience has shown that the time-domain description has another very important advantage. Detailed computations based on it are very much easier to program and carry out, even for steady, periodic regimes of oscillation. to It is immaterial whether the nonlinearity is weak or strong.
In this paper we illustrate the use of the time-domain description by means of the simplest model that is relevant to common types of nonlinear musical oscillators.
Despite its simplicity this model is remarkably versatile. It can be used to demonstrate essential properties of several physically different types of musical oscillator, showing the extent to which they may. or may not be regarded as analogous to one another. Almost any small computer will serve to implement the model. Despite various idealizations the level of realism appears to be commensurate, in some eases, with the accuracy of the best experiments to date, notably the .1976 experiments of Coltman :3 on large-amplitude organ-pipe oscillations. Moreover, it is very easy to extend this type of model to make it as realistic as experimental results are likely to demand in the foreseeable future. Some of the possible extensions will be described, especially for the bowed string, which is the case most thoroughly studied so far.
It is interesting to note that a special case of the model can be reformulated (Appendix A} as an example of a nonlinear difference equation or "iterated map" of the type now being intensively studied for its relevance to chaotic behavior in a variety of physical systems? 4-:0 We may expect, of course, that this remark bears more relation to some of the sounds made by novice instrumentalists, than to those normally made by skilled musicians.
I. THE BASIC MODEL
To fix ideas, we begin by thinking in terms of the clarinet. The modifications required to model the violin or flute will be described in Sec. II and Appendix ,B. In a real clarinet mouthpiece {Fig. 2), a single reed of springy cane controls the rate of flow of air from the player's mouth into the instrument. As a first approximation we may neglect reed dynamics and time-dependent flow control effects. This amounts to assuming that, when the player adopts a given embouchure, 
For the clarinet the function F (q) behaves roughly as indicated in Fig. 3 by the heavy curve; pressures are measured relative to atmospheric pressure so that q is the usual acoustic pressure. The flow ratef past the reed is counted positive for flow into the instrument. It increases at first as the pressure difference increases from zero {q decreasing from the value p), but then goes to zero again when q reaches some value qc, say, such that the corresponding pressure drop p -qc is large enough to overcome the springiness of the reed and close the gap completely. The precise shape of the F (q) curve will evidently depend on embouchure and on the shape ofthe"lay" ofthemouthpiece behind the reed (dashed line in Fig. 2 ). Realistic F (q) shapes tend to be steeper near q ----p than the shape shown, and this has some significant consequences as we shall see.
Of course the fmite mass of a real' clarinet reed, the inertia in the unsteady air flow through the gap, and the fact that the pressure p in the player's mouth cannot really be constant, all introduce departures from the assumed behavior especially at high frequencies. 2.3. n.3ø.3• These would be important if we were attempting to describe the finer points of instrument behavior of concern to the musician. Reference 31 shows how to extend the model to take account of the finite mass of the reed, which gives the reed a finite resonant frequency which the player can vary between about 2 and 3 kHz, and whose importance for the subjectively judged tone quality of the clarinet's upper registers has been demonstrated by Thompson. • • The idealization represented by Eq. (1) does, however, capture the basic nonlinearity, which mathematically speaking is a severe one. The function F(q) shown in Fig. 3 is not only nonlinear, but has a discontinuity in slope at q = q•. Such discontinuities occur in the nonlinear mechanisms of many musical oscillators, and give rise to some of the mathematical difficulties encountered in frequency-domain calculations.
By contrast, the rest of the clarinet and its environment behaves as a linear system to good approximation. Moreover, we can describe that part of the system using standard ideas about wave propagation, an approach that proves to be computationally advantageous. The key idea is to write the acoustic pressure signal q(t } in the mouthpiece as the sum of two contributions representing incoming and outgoing waves, say q•(t ) and qo I t ), where t is time. More precisely, we suppose that there is a section of uniform tube just beyond the mouthpiece, in which the pressure signal takes the onedimensional form q(x, t} =qo(t--x/C) + qi(t + x/C), where x measures distance along the uniform section and C is the sound speed. The associated contributions to the acoustic volume flow rate can be written as Z -'qo (t --x/C ) and --Z -'q,(t + x/C )
for the outgoing and incoming waves, respectively, where Z is a real, positive constant, and the acoustic flow rate is counted positive away from th• mouthpiece. Z is the wave impedance or characteristic impedance for the uniform section of tube, and is equal to C times air density divided by cross-sectional area.
The linear properties of the clarinet can now be defined in terms of the incoming wave which results from a given outgoing wave. Suppose, for instance, that an infinitely narrow pulse in the form of a Dirac delta function • (t) is sent down the tube from x = 0 at time t = 0, say, so that qo(t) --•(t ). Since the tone holes and bell are strong reflectors only for sufficiently low frequencies (below a kHz or so for a real clarinet32), the signal returning to x = 0 must lose its delta-function character and take on some smooth shape. Let the shape ofthis hypothetical reflected signal be denoted by r(t); that is, qi(t } = r(t ) when qo(t We may call r(t ) the "reflection function." It may be thought of as the disturbance that would be found at x = 0 after the delta-function pulse is sent out, if the tube were terminated at x = 0 by a perfect absorber such as a uniform, semi-infinite tube of the same cross section. Note that considerations of causality imply quite generally that r(t ) = 0 when t < 0. As a very simple idealization, r(t ) might be imagined to look like the inverted hump shown in Fig. 4 . For a less simplified "clarinet" with a real bell but no tone holes, r(t ) would h•ave a more complicated shape, with several slight undula- nonuniformity and acoustic boundary-layer dissipation. One can choose the shape of r(t ) to be as realistic as one wants, on the basis of laboratory measurement or theoretical calculation.
Because we are dealing with the linear part of the system, the principle of superposition may be used to write down a general formula for the incoming signal when the outgoing signal has arbitrary time dependence qo (t) at x = 0. The incoming signal qi(t ) is given in general by qi(t ) = r(t )*qo(t ),
where the asterisk denotes convolution, defined by r(t )*qo (t ) = qo(t )*•t ) = t•t ')qo(t --t')dt '.
Note that according to linear acoustic theory the total area A = r(t')dt'= --1,
for the reflected pressure signal in any open tube, regardless of the detailed geometry. This expresses the fact that according to linear acoustic theory there can be no permanent, steady difference in pressure between the interior of the tube and the air outside. For, in our notation, the acoustic pressure at the reed is q(t ) = qo(t ) + q,(t ).
It must tend to zero, after an initial transient, if qo and the associated flow rate Z -•qo given by (2) increase from zero to some ultimately steady value, such as it might have if the player were blowing steadily down the instrument with the reed not vibrating. This state of affairs can be described by (4) only if (6) holds [in which case (4) gives qi = -qo, so that q = 0]. In a real clarinet there would in fact be a very small, hydrodynamically induced excess pressure inside the bore, which we are neglecting and which cannot be described by linear acoustic theory. Under conditions of practical interest it is roughly proportional to flow rate squared, 33 and is usually negligible in comparison to the pressure drop p-q across the reed, in which we are interested in connection with Fig. 3 . This is because the bore is very much larger than the gap between reed and mouthpiece. All that is now needed to complete the formulation is to note that the acoustic flow rates corresponding to qo (t) and qi(t ), given by setting x = 0 in (2), 34 may be added to give the total acoustic flow ratef(t ) at the reed, so that
Zf(t ) = qo(t ) --qi(t ).
Equations (1), (4), (7), and (8) comprise the model equations for the idealized clarinet. They may be given a more compact form by noting that the sum and difference of Eqs. and 2q,=q-Zf
Substituting these results into (4) we get q(t) = qh(t) + Zf(t),
where qh (t ) = 2q,(t ) = r(t )* {q(t ) + Z f(t )].
Equations (1), (10), and (11) are almost trivial to solve numerically. Ifq(t ) andf(t ) are known at all times earlier than the present, we can step forward in time as follows. First qn !s computed from Eq. (11). It may be thought of as the contribution to q attributable to the past history of the system. Any simple numerical approximation to the convolution integral in (11) will do: for a smooth, well-localized r(t ) like that in Fig. 4 the trapezoidal rule is as good as any? Then the present values off and q are found by solving (1) and (10) simultaneously. The time is advanced by a small step At and the process repeated. Ifr(t ) is zero or negligible except for a small fraction of an oscillation period, as in Fig. 4 , then even the most time-consuming part of the operation, computation of the convolution integral, is quite rapid. Hundreds of cycles of oscillation can be computed in a few minutes on a minicomputer. (Indeed, if the convolution integral were done by hardware using integrated circuits available for the purpose, and the remaining programming done as efficiently as possible in assembly language, a fast minicomputer could produce results at a cycle rate in the audible range. The result would perhaps have some novelty: an electronic musical instrument based on a mathematical model of an acoustic instrument.)
The simultaneous solution of(l) and (10) at each time step, for given qn, can be visualized graphically as in Fig.   3 . 36'37 It corresponds to finding the intersection of the heavy curve representing (1) with the straight line of slope Z -• representing (10). Positions of the straight line are illustrated for three different values ofqn, marked (i), (ii), and (iii). The process of computing the intersection point (q, f) at each time step can be made quite efficient by taking advantage of the fact that q varies monotonically with qn. We shall assume for the present that F (q) is such that there is only one point of intersection. The consequences of multiple intersections, which are in fact important for' the bowed string, will be discussed in Sec. IIC below.
We may want to calculate r(t ) from a knowledge of the complex impedance Z, (co) of the linear element, where co is angular frequency. Z L (co) is defined by zL (co) = (12) where •(co) and.•(co)are the Fourier transforms øfq(t) and f (t ), for instance, f(co) = exp(-jcotlf(t)dt.
If the transform of r(t ) be denoted similarly by
then Eq. (10), using (11) and the convolution theorem, trans- 
Taking the inverse Fourier transform gives r(t ).
The reflection function r(t) is to be carefully distinguished from the Green's function or impulse response g (t)
[which may be defined here as the inverse Fourier transform of Z• (co) itself]. One may describe the linear element in terms of either, but the computational advantages of working in terms ofr(t ) rather thang (t) are overwhelming for the type of oscillator under discussion, as was pointed out in Ref. 
This follows from the previous two equations and the fact that the wave impedance Z is a real, positive quantity.
II. SOME EXAMPLES

A. Preliminaries
Even with reflection functions r(t) having very simple shapes, the varieties of behavior that can be produced by solving Eqs. 
is 5% to 40% of the round-trip time T = 2L/C, L being the effective length of the tube. With these values of b, r(t) is negligible for t = 0 (at most 3 X 10 -s a), and so for practical purposes is symmetrical about t = T. This will be found convenient for demonstrating certain fundamental points of interest. Strictly speaking the symmetry of r(t) is unrealistic, but the basic behavior to be described is not sensitive to the precise shape of r(t). If we were attempting to describe the finer points of instrument behavior of concern to the musician, then a consideration of the detailed shape would become relevant and indeed vital.
The time stepAt for the simulations is taken as T/128 unless otherwise indicated. For the model clarinet (and the bowed string} a is chosen so that the discretized, numerical analog of relation (6) (we used the trapezoidal rule) holds exactly in the simulations. The required values of r(t ) were stored in a look-up table, so that the exponentials were evaluated only once. full width (19} of the reflection function is 5% of the roundtrip time T = 2/,/C from reed to bell and back. On the right [ Fig. 5{b} ] it is 20% of T, the broader hump implying a greater loss of high-frequency components during the round trip. This accounts for the more rounded appearance of the right-hand q waveform. To start the oscillations, the blowing pressurep is brought instantaneously from zero to a steady, positive value for t > 0 {which is why the initial corner of the waveform is not rounded). Undisturbed conditions, f= q = 0, are assumed for t < 0. In both examples, the amplitude finally attained is such that the peak positive excursion ofq nearly coincides with the right-hand zero ofF{q) in 
C. Pitch flattening in the bowed string
The main nonlinearity in bowed-string dynamics comes from the behavior of the frictional force exerted by the bow on the string. The nonlinearity is even more severe than in the clarinet. One consequence is a phenomenon mentioned briefly in the introduction, namely a systematic shift of the playing frequency away from any plausible "compromise" frequency which might have been expected from an incautious application of frequency-domain ideas to the normalmode frequencies of the string. The shift occurs whenever the normal forcef• between bow and string exceeds a certain limit, and is downwards, corresponding to a flattening of the pitch. The cause of this interesting phenomenon was not elucidated, to our knowledge, until quite recently. •8'•0 Our simple model can be used as it stands to demonstrate the phenomenon, since the same model equations turn out to comprise an analog of the bowed string. The analogy is a close one if the string is symmetrical and bowed exactly at its midpoint. More generally, one has to allow inter alia for reflection from two ends rather than one; details are given in Appendix B. But for a symmetrically terminated string bowed at its midpoint, the two reflections act as one, each half of the string being a mirror image of the other at any instant. The reader who wants to try midpoint bowing on a real instrument should locate the midpoint accurately, degrease the string if necessary, and bow lightly. on some instruments, stopped strings respond better to midpoint bowing than open strings. That the result sometimes sounds a little bit like a faint clarinet may or may not occasion surprise, depending on the extent to which one believes that harmonic content determines tone quality.
The frictional force exerted by the bow on the string plays the same role, in the model, as did the flow rate into the clarinet mouthpiece. It is therefore denoted by the same symbolf(t ). The symbols qo and q, now represent the transverse string velocities associated with waves traveling out from, and in towards, the bow. Then Eq. (8) applies as before, provided we reinterpret the constant of proportionality Z as equal to half the wave admittance Yofthe string. It is admit-tance and not impedance, becausef is now force and not flow rate. Readers'who prefer to use the symbol Y for admittance are recommended to substitute «Y for Z in Eqs. (8) if., while reading this section• Note that iffwere zero then 18) would imply that qo (t) = qi(t ), expressing the fact that the outgoing wave in each half of the string would be identical to the incoming wave from the opposite half if the bow were removed. Equation (4) relates qi(t ) to past values of qo(t ), as before, via a reflection function r(t ) with a negative main pulse. This pulse is much narrower for a string of typical length than for the bore of a wind instrument. For demonstration purposes we continue to use the simplified Gaussian form (18) for r(t ), although as before r(t ) could easily be made more realistic. 4s Note that T in Eq. (18) is the time of a "round trip" over one ha/f of the string, not the true round trip over both halves. An advantage of(18) for present purposes is that the almost precisely symmetric shape ofr(t ) implies that the model string has an almost precisely harmonic series of natural frequencies. Thus there is no difficulty in deciding whether or not the model is exhibiting a nonlinear frequency shift, in the sense asserted.
The sum q(t ) of qo(t ) and qil t ) given by (7) now represents the transverse string velocity at the bow. The relations (6) and (22) (1) The system will never get into a state corresponding to the middle of the three intersections.
(2} The system follows a given intersection continuously as long as it can. ß For instance if the state o• the system is currently one of sticking, with the intersection (q,f) on the infinitely steep portion of the curve F(q), then that state will persist (in accordance with the intuitive idea of "sticking") until qh moves beyond the left-hand edge of the shaded region. Only then will the system jump to a state of slipping. We may say that the bow "releases" the string. nø Once established, slipping will persist in its tuna until qn leaves the right-hand edge of the shaded region, whereupon a smaller jump will occur, back to the sticking state: the bow "captures" the string. In summary, the sequence of states of the bow-string contact, as q• (t } oscillates back and forth across the horizontal axis in Fig. 6 , exhibits precisely the hysteregis which one might have anticipated intuitively. This is very convenient for programming, since the initial guess for q when solving (1) and (10) for given qn can always be taken as the value ofq at the previous time step, and the nearest intersection found. We shall refer to statements (1) and (2) above as the "hysteresis rule."
During the periodic oscillation, the nonlinear interaction between bow and string compensates for the smearing of the waveform described by r(t ), in almost the same way as already described for the clarinet. Release of the string'corresponds to closing of the reed, and capture of the string to opening of the reed. The amplitude of steady oscillations is determined in essentially the same way, by the shape ofF(q) and in'particular by the location of the point q =p, which is determined by the bow speed p. However, the waveformsteepening effect of the nonlinear interaction takes a more extreme form whenever hysteresis occurs. Parts of the Waveforms of q and f become infinitely steep, according to this model, because of the hysteretical jumps in q and f as the straight line representing Eq. (10) sweeps back and forth across the F (q) curve. Moreover, the hysteresis rule implies that the jumps are bigger during release than they are during capture. It is this asymmetry that leads to the downward frequency shift, or flattening effect.' The release process introduces a slight delay into the round trip time of the propagating disturbance, which is not fully compensated at capture. How this works in detail will be explained below.
The A similar delay appears in the outgoing velocity signal qo, which is even more strongly affected by the nonlinear interaction. This can be seen from the findy dotted curve in Fig. 8(a) , which shows 2%. Its relation to the other two curves is given by 2qo =q + (q--qh), a consequence of(10) and the first of(9). That is, the graph of 2qo is as far above the q curve as q• is below it. It is clear by inspection of the graph of 2qo that the nonlinearly induced delay will not be eliminated by the subsequent convolution with r(t ). [L-w•use ofthe symmetric shape ofr(t ), the convolution can only smooth the transition and not make it come earlier. In fact the reverse occurs, since the convolution smears the positive peak in the 2% curve as well as the main transition. This yields a smooth curve with a smaller peak and an increaved delay. When this smoothed transition returns, inverted, to the bow, a little more than half a cycle later, it has a shape like that of the dashed curve in Fig. 8(b) . of the flattening effect on the width ofr(t ) with minimal programming effort. As these observations suggest, the infinite slope off (q) at q ----p in Fig. 6 is involved in the unstable behavior of the model. Indeed ifr(t ) is sufficiently narrow, while the sticking part of F(q) has infinite slope and the slipping part finite positive slope as in Fig. 6 , it can be shown that even if the simplest regime of steady oscillation were to be set up in the model, that regime would be unstable to small disturbances. { 1 } is replaced by a relation of the form   f{t } = F {q{t --r)},  125) where r, the delay, is taken to be a positive constant for given playing conditions. We notice that this makes the computer program for solving IlO), {11}, and {25} even simpler than before, since at each time step the right hand side of {25) is already known in terms of past history, without reference to (10). Therefore (10) need not be solved simultaneously with (25), as it had to be with {1).
The instability was discovered in 1953 by
The physical meaning of q(t} in this context is that it measures the acoustic displacement of air into and out of the hole across which the jet is blowing. With the example of the flue organ pipe in mind, we shall call this hole the "mouth" of the pipe. Flute players call it the "embouchure hole." For definiteness we take q to be the volume displacement: it has dimensions of length cubed. The corresponding acoustic volume flow rate through the mouth is dq/dt. Positive q will be taken to correspond to displacement into the pipe. Because There are yet other reasons, not least the strong frequency dependence of the growth rates of instability waves, why Eq. (25} is in principle a far cruder idealization for the organ pipe than Eq. (1} is for the clarinet or the violin. Fortunately, however, the inaccuracies inherent in (25) are almost completely immaterial for the case of large-amplitude, nearresonant oscillations that interests us most. In that case, not only is (29} well satisfied, as will now be illustrated (and as can also be verified directly from Coltman's 2• experimental results by comparing his Figs. 7 and 8}, but the jet moreover spends most of its time fully "switched" into or out of the pipe, so thatf(t ) is very nearly a square wave (again as reported by Coltman). That is, the system spends most of its time on One or other of the asymptotes in Fig. 12 • _and is indifferent to details in the waveform of the acoustic displacement qlt } and in the form of (25), except near zero crossings? In addition, the waveform ofq(t } tends to be weak in high harmonics, so that the frequency dependence of the growth rates 6finstability waves is of less consequence than might at first be thought. P(x,t)o: •qo ----•q, •), (30) which estimates P{ x,t) for a uniform pipe in terms of the outgoing and incoming signals, neglecting boundary-layer dissipation and any other contribution to rtt ) that may originate from the body and mouth of the pipe, rather than at the far end. The waveforms implied by {30) at any given x can easily be constructed by suitably phase-shifting the bottom two waveforms in Fig. 13 and subtracting the result (1) the frequency shift which can be caused by a sufficiently severe nonlinearity F(q), of practical significance for the bowed string (Sec. IIC}, (2) the nonlinear amplitude-limiting mechanism for clarinet and bowed-string oscillations, tightly controlled by the shape ofF(q) (Secs. liB, C), and (3) the entirely different amplitude-limiting mechanism in the flute family, controlled mainly by dissipation in the linear element and hardly at all by the shape of F(q) (Sec. liE). This helps explain the tendency of the flute family to exhibit relatively long starting transients. These and many other phenomena are modeled in a qualitatively correct way even when using the simplified reflection functions r(t) and nonlinear characteristics F(q) suggested here for demonstration purposes and ease of programming.
The assumption, implicit in the assumed form of (25}, that jet behavior depends only on q(t ), is itself valid provided that typical magnitudes off(t ) and dq{t )/dt
When implementing time-domain models it is generally useful to arrange for the parameters of the simulation to be varied interactively from the computer keyboard while the simulation proceeds. The simulation can then be "played, Fig. 4, but realistically narrow, and a left-hand transverse reflection function of the type shown in Fig. 15, having a similar main  pulse followed by a weak, decaying oscillation .width is 3.9% of the round-trip time T for the whole strin8. When computing the convolution integral, efficiency is gained by separately computing the contributions from the ma;q pulse and.from the decaying sinusoid, and using the fact that the latter contribution to the integ•ml, in complex form, is equal to the corresponding quantity already computed at the previous time (11 ) still depends only on the past history of the system. This can be shown to be true of any model in which the impulse response g(t ) of the linear element begins with a narrow, isolated spike at t = 0 which can be approximated as a delta func- 
